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Title：Discrimination of nitrogen concentration of fertilized corn with extracted algae and polymer based 
on its leaf color images 
 
It is a topic of interest to the researchers in the related areas but the paper needs some improvement before 
acceptance for publication. My detailed comments are as follows: 
 
(1) The Abstract needs to be reorganized and adjusted. Please clarify the technology used, and the 
conclusions. 
 
The first is to introduce the research problem and purpose. It’s mentioned in this paper that “determination 
of nitrogen levels in plants is essential for variable rate fertilizer application in precision agriculture. In the 
past, several techniques have been developed for nitrogen concentration estimation in plants and crops 
employing vision system, however, they are computationally expensive and hence require a considerable 
amount of time to produce accurate results”, which is acceptable.  
 
Second, it should propose the method used to solve the proposed problems, i.e., the research method. In 
this paper, the algae and polymer extraction technology based on the leaf color image was used. The color 
 
 
image of the leaf was processed by detecting the red, green, and blue (RGB) values of the leaf, and then 
compared with the standard intensity level to identify the nitrogen concentration of fertilized corn in real 
time. 
 
The third is to give the results for the problem solution. The experimental results in this study show that 
this technology can accurately detect low or high concentration in corn and improve the utilization rate of 
nitrogen fertilizer. The experimental results show that this technology can accurately detect low or high 
concentration in corn and improve the utilization rate of nitrogen fertilizer. 
 
Fourth, it should give the theoretical contribution and practical application value of the research results 
should be given. In this paper, this part is cumbersome. This technology can be applied to a variety of crops, 
improve agricultural productivity and resource utilization, and ensure the sustainable development of 
agriculture. 
 
(2) The experimental data and materials are lacking in Part 2. 
(3) In the third part, it didn’t clearly explain the software technology used, its advantages compared with 
the previous technology, and the application in the experiment; also it lacks a sufficient description of 
the image processing method. This paper should focus on algae and polymer extraction techniques 
based on leaf color images, rather than exploring the effects of nitrogen concentration on corn. 
(4) The pictures in the paper are not clear enough. It is recommended to replace them. The reader cannot 
observe the experimental result intuitively. Please mark them clearly in the images. The image 
description in the Experiment part was not concise. It is recommended to re-describe the experimental 
result image, and highlighting the key point of view. 
(5) The conclusion is almost the same as the abstract content. The conclusion should be accurate, complete 
and refined, including the problems solved in the research results, shortcomings and unresolved 
































Title：Discrimination of nitrogen concentration of fertilized corn with extracted algae and polymer 
based on its leaf color images 
 
It is a topic of interest to the researchers in the related areas but the paper needs some improvement before 
acceptance for publication. My detailed comments are as follows: 
 
Comment 
The Abstract needs to be reorganized and adjusted. Please clarify the technology used, and the conclusions. 
Response  
Thank you for the suggestion the comments have been implemented in the abstract and is highlighted for 
your ease. 
 
The first is to introduce the research problem and purpose. It’s mentioned in this paper that “determination 
of nitrogen levels in plants is essential for variable rate fertilizer application in precision agriculture. In the 
past, several techniques have been developed for nitrogen concentration estimation in plants and crops 
employing vision system, however, they are computationally expensive and hence require a considerable 
amount of time to produce accurate results”, which is acceptable.  
 
Second, it should propose the method used to solve the proposed problems, i.e., the research method. In 
this paper, the algae and polymer extraction technology based on the leaf color image was used. The color 
image of the leaf was processed by detecting the red, green, and blue (RGB) values of the leaf, and then 
compared with the standard intensity level to identify the nitrogen concentration of fertilized corn in real 
time. 
 
The third is to give the results for the problem solution. The experimental results in this study show that 
this technology can accurately detect low or high concentration in corn and improve the utilization rate of 
nitrogen fertilizer. The experimental results show that this technology can accurately detect low or high 
concentration in corn and improve the utilization rate of nitrogen fertilizer. 
 
Fourth, it should give the theoretical contribution and practical application value of the research results 
should be given. In this paper, this part is cumbersome. This technology can be applied to a variety of crops, 




The experimental data and materials are lacking in Part 2. 
Response  
the experimentation has been updated on page number 2, providing more information regarding the 




In the third part, it didn’t clearly explain the software technology used, its advantages compared with the 
previous technology, and the application in the experiment; also it lacks a sufficient description of the image 
processing method. This paper should focus on algae and polymer extraction techniques based on leaf color 




The software technology advantages and application has been updates and highlighted for your ease. The 
image processing methods is explained in more detail.  
 
Comment 
The pictures in the paper are not clear enough. It is recommended to replace them. The reader cannot 
observe the experimental result intuitively. Please mark them clearly in the images. The image description 
in the Experiment part was not concise. It is recommended to re-describe the experimental result image, 
and highlighting the key point of view. 
Response  
The pictures have been replaced with more clear images. 




The conclusion is almost the same as the abstract content. The conclusion should be accurate, complete and 
refined, including the problems solved in the research results, shortcomings and unresolved problems of 
this study, as well as possible key points and directions. 
Response  
the conclusion has been updated and the updated part is now heighted for better understanding. Thank you 
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